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This invention relates to sewing needles and 
especially to an improved ,needle of the self 
threading type. “ ' ' ‘ 

It has long been desired to make what is called 
a self-threading sewing needle or one in which 
the thread could be introduced into the eye 
through the adjacent part of the needle instead 
of inserting it in the ordinary way by pushing 

‘it endwise through the eye. 
Therefore the major object of this invention 

is to provide an improved needle which is very 
easily threaded and which positively and se 
curely holds the thread against becoming disen 
gaged from the eye of the needle. 
Another'object of this invention is to provide 

"a self-threading needle in which the parts form 
ing the eye extend or project in a direction away 
from the point of the needle or in other words, 
away ‘from the direction of‘ thrust of they needle 
so that all possibility of engagement or entangle 
ment with the fabric being sewed is eliminated. 
While the inventive concept underlying the 

invention is capable of embodiment in various 
mechanical forms, only two of the possible em 
bodiments are for the purpose of illustration ' 
shown in the accompanying drawing. 

The various objects and important features 
of our invention will become more apparent as 
this description proceeds, especially when con 
sidered in connection with the accompanying 
drawing, in which: 
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a needle con_ 

structed in accordance with our invention; 
Figures 2 and 3 are fragmentary elevational 

views showing the successive steps in the thread 
ing operation; 

Figure 4 is a sectional view taken substantially 
on line 4-4 of Figure 1 looking in the direction 
of the arrows; 

Figure 5 is a fragmentary elevational view 
taken at right angles to Figure 3 showing the 
needle with the thread engaged in the eye, and 
Figure 6 is a fragmentary elevational view 

showing a slightly modi?ed form of construction. 
Referring now more particularly to the draw 

ings and especially to Figure 1, the numeral I 
designates the point or front end of the needle, 
2 the body of the needle and 3 indicates gen 
erally the rear end or eye of the needle. 
The part of the needle indicated generally by 

the reference character 3 comprises laterally 
spaced side walls 4 and 5 which are spaced from 
one another. The side wall 4 has an extension 
6 having its free end 1 lying adjacent and en 
gaged with the side wall 4 thus forming a closed 
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loop 8. As will be described in threading the 
needle, the free end ‘I is_adapted to besprung 
away from'the side wall 4 by the thread to per 
mit the entrance of the thread into the loop 8. 
The other side wall 5 lies in‘ juxtaposition to 
the adjacent side of the loop and provides an 
entrant passage through whichxa length of thread 
may be inserted into the eye. The side wall 
5 ‘is sprung away from the adjacent portion of 
the loop by the thread during the threading 
operation. This side wall 5 also acts "in the 
nature of a ‘guide against which the’ thread T 
may be engaged during the threading'oper‘ation 
of the needle. 
From the examination of Figures 1, 2 and 3, 

it will be noted that the thread T is ?rst engaged 
with the top of the loop and the side wall 5 as 
shown in Figure 1. It is then forced downwardly 
between the side wall 5 and the extension 5 
forming the loop and it is then forced between 
the free end ‘i of the extension 6 and the ad 
jacent side wall 4 to locate it within the loop 8. 

Thus the thread T is positively secured against 
any disengagement from the eye of the needle 
because all pull upon the thread due to'the 
thrust of the needle keeps the thread _in the 
outer end of the loop 8. ' > ' 7 

It will also be apparent that the end of the 
side wall 5 and the free end 1 of the .extension 
6 extend in a direction away from the thrust of 
the needle so that none of these parts are opposed 
to the thrust to thus become entangled with 
the fabric being sewed. 
This is very important in self-threading needles 

because many of the prior art devices of this 
general character have projections or protuber 
ances which are so positioned or arranged that 
they become entangled with the fabric and pre 
vent the free passage of the needle therethrough. 
This disadvantage has been entirely eliminated 
in the present construction. 
The modi?cation in Figure 6 is substantially 

the same as that previouslydescribed except 
that the free end 1' does not engage the side 
wall 4 but it is bent in a direction away from 
the direction of thrust of the needle so that it 
will not engage the fabric being sewed. 
Having thus described our invention, what we 

claim is: p p 

1. A needle comprising a body having a point 
at one end and an eye at the opposite end having 
laterally spaced side walls, one side wall having 
an extension in the form of a loop positioned 
between the side Walls in substantially the plane 
of the eye, the free end of the loop throughout 
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a portion of its length lying adjacent the inner 
surface of the said one side wall and providing 
a normally closed expansible passage through 
which a length of thread maybe passed into the 
loop, the opposite side wall of the eye lying in 
juxtaposition to the adjacent side of the loop 
and providing an entrant passage‘through which 
a length of thread may be passed into the eye. 

2. An'eedle comprising a body having a point 
at one end and an eye at the opposite end having 
laterally spaced side walls, one side wall having 
an extension in the form of a closed loop posi 
tioned between the side walls in substantially the 
plane of the eye, the free end of the loop through 
out a portion of its length contacting the'inner 
surface of the said one side wall and adapted to 
be sprung by the thread away fromsaid side 
wall to provide a normally closed expansi‘ole cas 
sage through which the thread may be passed into 
the loop, the oppositeside wall of the eye lying in 
juxtaposition to. the adjacent side ofthe'loop and 
adapted to be sprung by the-thread to provide an 
entrant passage through which a length of thread 
may be passed for engagement with said loop. 

3. A needle coin-prising'a body‘having a point 
-\ at one. end and an eye at the oppositeend having 
‘ laterallyrspaced' side walls, one side wall having 
--an.extension intheform of a'closedv loop posi 
tioned‘ between the sidewalls in substantially the 

mplaneof the eye, the free-end of the'loop through 
~ out a portion of its~length contactingthe inner 
surface of the said: one side wall and adapted to 

' besprung by the thread away from- said side 
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4 
extending in a direction away from the point in 
contact with the inner surface of the said one 
side wall throughout said portion of its length 
to provide a normally closed expansible passage 
through which a length of thread may be passed 
into the loop, the side of the loop opposite the 
free end portion lying in juxtaposition to the in 
ner surface of the side of the eye to provide an 
upwardly opening entrant passage through which 
‘a length of thread may be passed for subsequent 
engagement with said loop. 

5. A needle comprising a body having a point at 
. one end and an eye at the other end having 
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laterally spaced side walls, an extension on one of 
the side walls in the form of a closed loop posi 
tioned between the side walls in substantially the 
plane of the loop and having the free end thereof 
throughout a portion of its length extending in a 
direction away from the point and contacting 
the inner surface of the said one side wall and 

- 1 adapted to be sprung away from said side wall 
~-by.the thread to provide a normally closed ex 
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wall to provide a normally closed lexpansible pas- ' 
sage through which the thread may be passed 

i-intovthe loop: the opposite sidewall of: the-eye 
’- lying in‘ ‘juxtap 
" the loop to initially ‘form a guide for the thread 
.andadapted to he sprung away from said loop 
by the thread provide an "entrant passage 

through which ‘the ‘thread may be positioned for 

sition-to the adjacent side of 

engagement with- said -loop. 
4. A-needletcomprising a" body having a point 

" at vone-end and an eye at the other end having 
"laterally spaced’ side walls, an extension at the 
top of one ofthe side walls in the ‘form of a closed 
loop positioned. between the‘ side walls in substan 

. vtiallythe plane offthe loop and having the free 
"end'thereof throughout a portion ofitslength 
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pansible passage through which a length of thread 
may be forced into the loop, the side of the loop 
‘opposite the free end portionengaging the inner 
surface of the other side of the eye which is 
adapted to be sprung away from said loop bythe 
thread to provide an upwardly opening entrant 
passage for the thread whereby the thread may 
be positioned for subsequent engagement with 
said loop. - ’ ' 

- .CHARLES E. BROWN. 

HERBERT M. SMITH. 
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